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The Apparitions at Lourdes: An Introduction 

On February 11, 1858, in a small French village... a teenaged peasant named 

Bernadette set out to gather firewood with her sister and her friend in the 

nearby forest, which lay at the foothills of the towering Pyrenees 

mountains. They paused at a place called Massabielle, a cliff used as the 

town garbage dump at the edge of the Gave River. Bernadette paused to 

remove her socks and shoes, while the other girls crossed the river without 

her.  

 

Alone on the riverbank, Bernadette heard a rush of wind. When she 

glanced up, she saw what she later described in her native patois as uo 

petito damizelo, a small young lady, standing in a niche in the rock face. 

 

The "young lady" would appear to Bernadette 18 times altogether that year. 

Each time, more and more seekers accompanied the teenage visionary. 

After a running spring was uncovered at the direction of the lady, 

miraculous healings began to occur among those who had touched the 

water. Eventually, it became clear that the lady was in fact the Blessed 

Mother herself—although Bernadette was careful never to claim so 

directly, even under torturous questioning by church and political 

authorities. 

 

Over the weeks of the apparitions, Our Lady of Lourdes spoke many times, 

but even as the crowds swelled to immense numbers, only Bernadette 

could hear her words (or see her). Bernadette faithfully reported the 

statements, and they have been handed down through history for 160 

years, to us today. Although, at first glance, the words seem bounded in 

time—pleasantries shared between two kindred souls, or specific 

instructions for the local priests and bishops—there is another layer of the 

message that is timeless.  

 



These words and ideas are one important part of what has made Lourdes 

the great and holy pilgrimage site that it is today; over six million pilgrims 

a year visit the famous grotto and its healing spring, which still flows 

today. As with every Marian apparition, Our Lady may have chosen one 

particular person (or a small number) as her partner in conversation, but 

her message itself was for the whole world.  

 

She is our mother, too, and her words are for all her children.  



1: What I have to say to you does not need to be written down. 

Third Apparition, February 18, 1858 

 

These are the first known words that Our Lady of Lourdes spoke to St. 

Bernadette at Lourdes in 1858, when she appeared at the Grotto of 

Massabielle 18 times. For every utterance at these apparitions, we must rely 

entirely on the testimony of Bernadette. 

 

In every way that mattered, Bernadette was an unlikely choice for a 

witness. She was poor, frail, female, young, and ignorant. Yet Our Lady's 

insistence that her words need not be recorded speaks to two important 

truths. 

 

First, it shows that Our Lady herself did trust Bernadette, whatever 

shortcomings she may have had in the eyes of 19th century French society. 

She recognized the power in Bernadette's weakness — the same power that 

is evident in every sinful, faulty prophet the Gospel message has ever 

known. Through these weak vessels, God's power shines all the more 

brightly and unmistakably. 

 

More importantly, Our Lady wanted Bernadette's heart, not her mind. She 

wanted to engage in a conversation, not a dictation lesson. This is a call to 

deep and personal prayer. Bernadette is asked simply to be present, with 

her whole mind, body, and spirit, and to set aside the distractions of pen 

and paper, ones that posed great difficulties for her and would have 

interfered with all that was to unfold between them in the next months. 

 

Our Lady desires the same with you and me. With these first words, her 

opening gambit, she is asking you to enter into a close, maternal connection 

that requires no scholarship—only trust, listening, and love. 

 



Let Us Pray 

 
H O W  C A N  Y O U  C R E A T E  T H E  S P A C E  A N D  T I M E  

T O  L I S T E N  D E E P L Y  T O  Y O U R  B L E S S E D  M O T H E R ?   

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

Speak your word of love directly into our hardened hearts. 

Open our spirit to hear you whispering into our lives. 

Open our hands to release the things that distract us and distance us from 

you. 

Teach us of the great love you have for us, and lead us to the heart of your 

Son, 

Jesus Christ. 

May we learn to listen in love and trust. 

  



2: Would you do me the kindness of coming here for fifteen 

days?  

Third Apparition, February 18, 1858 

 

At the same apparition, the third, Our Lady of Lourdes continued to speak 

directly to Bernadette's heart, using her words to heal wounds and lift up 

the lowly. 

 

As I mentioned, Bernadette was a nobody. She was an object of ridicule at 

school, known as a dunce at lessons and catechism. While her family was 

close-knit and loving, they were poverty-stricken, living in squalor, and 

under tremendous stress. 

 

But when Our Lady addressed Bernadette, she did not address her with 

scorn, derision, or haughtiness. She spoke with exquisite and painstaking 

politeness, in a refined and elegant manner entirely foreign to the girl's 

daily experience. 

 

"Would you do me the kindness?" 

 

How often do we throw our words carelessly at people who seem not 

worth our care? Or even at the people whom we know are worth our care? 

 

The smallest of gestures, a single word or glance, can lift a heart or pierce 

it. Our Lady recognizes the human dignity within the French peasant girl, 

and calls it forth, with great mercy. In doing so, she demonstrated to 

anyone who heard Bernadette’s message that we owe unfailing care and 

concern to the little ones, to the least of these. Without basic politeness, that 

fundamental recognition of the Divine Image within each of us, a more 

active charity cannot blossom. 

 



May we follow Our Lady's example of charity and offer the same to 

everyone we meet, with special favor for those who are usually forgotten.  

 

Let Us Pray 

 
W H E R E  W I L L  Y O U  B R I N G  A  W O R D  O F  K I N D N E S S  

T O  O N E  W H O  H A S  F E L T  I T S  A B S E N C E ?  

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

Humans are cruel sometimes. 

I am cruel sometimes. 

Let me borrow your movement of mercy. 

Place on my tongue only words of peace.  

May I offer to everyone I meet the same kindness and dignity you offered 

to Bernadette.  



3: I do not promise to make you happy in this world, but in the 

other. 

Third Apparition, February 18, 1858 

 

The third apparition continued with what may be Our Lady’s most 

challenging message at Lourdes. Sainthood is not an easy path. In fact, as 

Our Lady revealed to Bernadette, if we choose to follow the Blessed Mother 

and her Son with our whole hearts, she explicitly does not promise that our 

lives here on earth will be happy ones. 

 

(That is not quite the same as saying that she promises unhappiness 

instead.) 

 

Giving our lives over to Christ means choosing, over and over again, to do 

the uncomfortable thing. The selfless thing when we want to be selfish. The 

generous thing when we want to hoard. The loud thing when we want to 

be quiet, and the quiet thing when we want to be loud. Christ calls us 

beyond ourselves — beyond our human weakness, fallacy, vice, and 

concupiscence — to become greater than we ever could on our own. He 

offers us His own divine assistance, as well as that of those who have gone 

before us in faith, like his Mother. 

 

Bernadette was chosen to listen to Our Lady’s words, to speak them 

prophetically to a 19th century French intellectual society wrestling hard to 

oust public faith and replace it with secularism. She could very easily have 

decided not to attempt this.  

 

But the compelling nature of Our Lady’s love empowered Bernadette to 

reach beyond her weakness and ignorance to achieve the impossible: to 

convince a doubting world of the deep, deep love of Jesus and His Mother. 

Along the way, Bernadette met one obstacle after another, but she never 



wavered in her testimony or her mission. Although she worked hard her 

whole life, was never healed of her own illness, and eventually died in the 

obscurity of a small local convent, Bernadette’s work brought her holy 

satisfaction on earth, and fulfilled Our Lady’s promise of eternal joy in 

heaven. 

 

Let Us Pray 

 
W H A T  H O L Y  S A T I S F A C T I O N  H A V E  Y O U  F O U N D  

I N  T H E  H I D D E N  W O R K  O F  Y O U R  E A R T H L Y  L I F E ?  

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

Reveal to me the work that is mine. 

Sustain in me a willingness to undertake it. 

Whisper strength and endurance to me when trials and roadblocks 

threaten to undo all I am doing. 

Fix my eyes on heaven, so that I may not waver in my devoted pursuit of 

God’s work on earth. 

  



4: Penance! Penance! Penance! Pray to God for sinners! Kiss the 

ground as an act of penance for sinners! 

Eighth Apparition, February 24, 1858 

 

In this message, Our Lady speaks forcefully and urgently. She takes no 

pains to soften what she has to say. The insistent repetition of the words 

“penance” and “sinners” are conspicuous and in-your-face, in direct 

contrast to the genteel pacifism of her previous messages. 

 

We live in a fallen world. That was true in 1858 and still true today. Our 

Lady has given some variant of this same message of penance at many 

apparitions, including Champion, Wisconsin, in 1859; Fatima, Portugal, in 

1917; and Kibeho, Rwanda, in the 1980s. Our prayers, offerings, and acts of 

penance are a necessary key to the reparation of sins and the conversion of 

sinners. 

 

That includes, most especially, our own sins and our own souls. Reparation 

and conversion are an ongoing process in our lives — a journey, not a 

destination. Until we are safe in God’s arms in heaven at the end of our 

lives, we cannot be said to have left sin behind, in any final, lasting sense. 

We must never fall victim to the conceited untruth that when Mary speaks 

about sinners, she speaks about others. She is talking about us and to us. 

 

Kissing the ground is an act of utter humility and abandon. It requires us to 

lower ourselves completely, to let go of all stubborn pride. It is only in 

doing this—in stooping, emptying, prostrating ourselves—that we are 

emptied of our puffed-up vanity enough to make room for God’s grace and 

mercy, the mercy that heals the sin-sick soul. 

 

Prostration is ultimately a movement of the heart, but a movement of the 

body first. We make ourselves physically small to remind us of our 



spiritual smallness. This is why we genuflect before a tabernacle. We offer 

our smallness to God, who redeems and sanctifies our gift of self for the 

saving of the world. 

  

Let Us Pray 

 
W H A T  O F F E R I N G  W I L L  Y O U  M A K E  T O D A Y  

A S  A  R E P A R A T I O N  A N D  P E N A N C E  F O R  S I N N E R S ?  

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

The burden of sin is a heavy one in our world. 

My own sins, added together with others’, are stones on the great pile that 

weighs us down, crushes our spirits, obstructs our way to God. 

We cannot push through.  

So I bow under the weight. 

I make myself low and small. 

I humble myself and ask for mercy, 

For myself and for my fallen brothers and sisters. 

 

  



5: Go to the spring, drink of it, and wash yourself there. 

Ninth Apparition, February 25, 1858 

 

At last, we come to the world famous, miraculous, healing spring of 

Lourdes. 

 

When Bernadette first heard that day’s message, she was confused. There 

was no spring! She moved first toward the river, but the “young lady” 

directed her instead to a nearby patch of grass. Bernadette began to scratch 

at the grass and claw at the dirt beneath.  

 

As she dug, the dirt turned to mud, then to turbid water. Even so, she 

attempted to drink and wash in the runny muck, as the lady had requested, 

much to the disgust of the onlookers. Bernadette responded only, “It is for 

sinners,” considering it part of the penance Our Lady had already 

demanded. 

 

The water was soon flowing freely, clear and sweet. Over the next few 

days, Bernadette continued to prostrate herself, wash, drink, and do 

penance. On March 1, 1858, a local woman plunged her injured arm and 

hand into the water. She was instantly healed. 

 

In the 160 years since that day, 70 miraculous healings have been verified 

at Lourdes, most recently in 2018. Many open cases are still under 

investigation. These healings, doctors and scientists have determined, defy 

all known medical and scientific explanation. 

 

We know from Scripture that when we do what Our Lady asks of us, 

miracles happen. The steward at the wedding who ran out of wine listened 

when Mary instructed, “Do whatever he tells you,” even when the thing 

Jesus told him — to fill the washing urns with water? — seemed crazy and 



irrelevant. Like the steward, Bernadette obeyed the literal instructions 

given to her. Because of her faith, and her active response to that faith, 

Lourdes today is a shrine instead of a trash heap, a place where the veil 

between heaven and earth is permanently thinned. 

 

Let Us Pray 

 
W H A T  W O R K  I S  O U R  L A D Y  A S K I N G  O F  Y O U  

T H A T  Y O U  A R E  A F R A I D  T O  T R Y ?   
 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

The thing God is asking of me seems impossible. 

I cannot see what you mean. 

I do not understand why you ask. 

 

And still 

I listen 

And obey 

One small step at a time 

Trying to do the next right thing. 

 

I know that enough right things, attempted with humble devotion, can 

change the world. 

 

  



6: Come here in procession and build a chapel here. 

Thirteenth Apparition, March 2, 1858 

 

If you should ever have the chance to visit Lourdes, there are two main 

attractions you must not miss. One is a visit to the baths, at the site of the 

spring dug by St. Bernadette. The other is the nighttime Rosary Procession 

in front of the Basilica of Our Lady of the Rosary. 

 

The Rosary Basilica, as it is known, was the third chapel to be built in 

Lourdes; completed in 1899, it is the most picturesque, seeming to rise like 

a Gothic stalagmite out of the rock of the grotto itself. But the response to 

Our Lady’s request for a chapel and processions began almost immediately 

after the apparitions in 1858, when a local priest and bishop purchased the 

grotto site to develop the shrine. 

 

That organic response has been sustained to this day. Each night at 9:00 

pm, pilgrims of many nations and languages process into the plaza before 

the basilica. They carry candles, pulling the weak and the infirm in special 

conveyances called voitures. They process to the chapel, as requested, and 

they honor Our Lady with her own special prayer, the rosary, recited in 

cacophonous chorus in a Babel of languages, punctuated by the universal 

cry of "Amen." 

 

Each candle and each voiture carries a prayer, a wild and desperate and 

secret hope. Everyone in Lourdes arrives bearing a burden. What Our Lady 

knew — what she knew we all needed — was a physical place to carry 

those burdens to, and a community to carry them with. The Rosary 

Procession is a beautiful ritual wherein the faithful gather from the corners 

of the earth, holding the small, flickering flame of their faith in their hands 
as an offering and a balm.  

 



United, those flames fill the earth, casting out doubt, fear, and division. 

Love, bound with hope and a sacrifice of praise, conquers all. The light 

shines in the darkness, and the darkness shall not overcome it. (John 1:5) 

 

Let Us Pray 

 
W H A T  C A N  Y O U  C A R R Y  T O  T H E  B L E S S E D  M O T H E R  

E V E N  I F  Y O U R  F E E T  D O  N O T  L E A V E  Y O U R  H O M E ?  

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

I am weary, and my sorrows are heavy. 

You know the secret desire of my heart, the prayer I am too afraid to pray 

out loud. 

I bring it before you, showing my ugly wounds and scars to you, asking for 

your perfect motherly care. 

Love me back to life. 

Wrap your children in your arms, and carry us to the heart of your Son.  



7: I am the Immaculate Conception. 

Sixteenth Apparition, March 25, 1858 

 

Let’s clarify one thing first: The Immaculate Conception refers to the 

conception of Mary in her mother’s womb, not the conception of Jesus 

Christ in Mary’s own. This dogma, adopted by Pope Pius IX in 1854, 

teaches that Mary was preserved from the original sin that has stained the 

soul of every human being since Adam, through the merits and redemptive 

grace of Jesus Christ, even before he became incarnate. 

 

This is a difficult theological concept, even for modern believers. At the 

time of the Lourdes apparitions, the dogma was not well known to the laity 

in the remote corners of Christendom.  

 

And yet, Bernadette perfectly reported this name, which Our Lady spoke 

when Bernadette inquired. She reported this name that had no meaning to 

her, these words she did not understand, this infallible dogma of the 

church she had never been taught. 

 

In revealing her name — this name at this time — Mary reveals and 

confirms herself as our most perfect advocate in heaven. In her previous 

messages at Lourdes, Our Lady connects, coaxes, admonishes, and 

instructs. But with this last spoken message, she tells us who she is. 

 

She is an unbroken vessel bearing Christ to us. 

She is the total fulfillment of human dignity. 

She is a faultless conduit between us and God. 

She is the supreme example of the miracle of God’s love for us. 

 

Mary did not earn her Immaculate Conception on her own merits, any 

more than Bernadette earned her blessed encounter with Our Lady. In 



unveiling this gratuitous, spectacular gift of love, Mary offers us a glimpse 

of God’s love and perfect will for us, too.  

 

God, in his love and mercy, had a plan for Mary and a plan for Bernadette. 

He has a divine plan for you, too. You have only to offer your own fiat, that 

joyful yes, and take it up. 

 

Let Us Pray 

 
W H A T  G I F T  O F  L O V E  

I S  G O D  O F F E R I N G  T O  R E V E A L  I N  Y O U R  L I F E ?  

 

Our Lady of Lourdes, 

Remind me who I am. 

Remind me whose I am. 

Remind me of the holy name God ordained for me before my earthly body 

was ready to bear it. 

 

You are the Immaculate Conception. 

I am a Child of God. 

 

Show me how to live this name, this gift of love.  



Awakening at Lourdes: Our Family’s Story 

Every year, millions of pilgrims visit Lourdes. Some are tourists, some are 

volunteers, and some are begging for a miracle. In May 2017, I was one of 

the miracle-beggars. 

 

Our youngest son, Oscar, is a profoundly disabled child who suffers from 

multiple seizure types, developmental delays, and physiological 

complications with no discernible cause. My husband Todd, Oscar, and I 

traveled to Lourdes as guests of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, an 

archaic but vibrant faith community with a 900-year-long history of caring 

for the sick and the poor. 

 

Over the seven days of our pilgrimage, our devoted Order of Malta team 

carried our family to a spiritual place we couldn’t reach alone: an 

encounter with divine love, where surrender to God transforms even life-

altering hardships into wild and unexpected blessings. We came home 

refreshed and renewed… but believing that Oscar had not been healed. 

 

We were wrong. 

 

Over the next few weeks, Oscar made such rapid progress that every 

member of his extensive medical team was confounded. But, as always, 

physical healings are signposts pointing back to deeper, spiritual ones. Our 

son was healed in unmistakable ways to call attention to the fact that my 

faith and our marriage had been, too. Our prayers were not answered with 

a trumpet or a tidy red bow, nor were they answered in the manner I 

expected. But they were answered, definitively, in ways the altered the 

course of our lives forever… reorienting us toward joy and hope. 

 

In the waters of Lourdes, God buried my old ways of believing and raised 

up new ones. I learned that God does sometimes give us more than we can 



handle — so that we can surrender to its weight, accept the active love of 

those around us, and understand that no cross or burden should ever be 

carried alone.  

 

Our wounds and suffering are gifts for the world, allowing both the 

servant and the one who is served to fulfill their vocations in Christian 

community. And this, my friends, is how we get each other to heaven. 

 

Awakening at Lourdes: How an Unanswered Prayer Healed Our Family and 

Restored Our Faith, is a memoir about our family’s pilgrimage, coming in 

fall 2021 from Ave Maria Press. Look for it everywhere books are sold, and 

follow me on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter to learn more. 

 

  



Behold Your Mother 

Wherever she has appeared, throughout the world and throughout history, 

Mary has spoken a universal message. Each message is bounded in chronos, 

the ticking-clock space-time of our human world, but each one also 

transcends human time. They are messages from kairos, the eternal now of 

God’s heavenly kingdom. 

We dismiss them as irrelevant at our peril. It is always perilous to 

disregard the words of a good mother, and the Blessed Mother is, by 

definition, the very best of mothers.  

At Lourdes, the particular song she sings carries a theme of restoration. 

She calls to us, as an earthly mother might call to her tearful child whose 

knuckles were skinned in a playground fight, because she wants to bind up 

our wounds. 

Let’s revisit her chronos words and rephrase them in that kairos light. 

 

Listen closely. 

Come to me. 

This might hurt a little. 

Say you’re sorry. 

Wash yourself. 

Pray with us. 

God loves you, my child, and so do I. 

 

How beautiful a gift we were given, in that tiny, backwater village nearly 

two centuries ago. God sent us a Mother who opened a new pathway to 

His lasting healing, a soul-cleansing healing that occasionally shows up on 



the outside of the body too, as a signpost to others of the miraculous 

wonders of which He is capable. 

Our Lady of Lourdes reminds us, with simple and straightforward words, 

that following these most basic rules of self-care bring forth life-giving 

love. 
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